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Use the Technical Knowledge Organiser for 

a wider range of language features. 
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Q2 Language Model answer on “The Duchess and the Jeweller” 

In order to convey the sense that the jewels are precious to 

Bacon, the writer uses dynamic verbs to indicate how he looks 

after them. The past participle “touched” implies a delicate 

process—particularly linked to the adverb “slowly” and verb 

“slid”, the alliteration emphasising the gentle reverence he 

shows. As he reaches the safes, though, the past participles 

“twisted” and “unlocked” suggest a more physical process—

further emphasised by the listing structure of the sentence. 

Once he reaches his precious jewels, the writer again uses 

alliteration with “safe, shining, cool” -  suggesting he feels 

relief that he finds them intact.  

Language choices present the jewels themselves as almost 

alive. They “lay” upon a “pad of deep crimson velvet” - the 

choice of “lay” and “pad” having connotation of sleep and 

“velvet” implying a luxurious, soft bed. The colour “crimson” 

suggests blood—with perhaps connotations of love and 

passion—but also of potential danger. Danger can be felt in 

the metaphors Bacon uses to describe the jewels. “Heart’s 

blood” implies that he sees them as essential to his health, or 

perhaps views them as a romantic lover. “Tears” implies the 

emotive connection and suggests the pain if he were to lose 

them. “Gunpowder” suggests a sense of danger and the idea 

that these jewels might lead people to do desperate things to 

obtain them. 

Sentence structures reinforce this sense of the overwhelming 

importance of the jewels to Bacon. The lengthy asyndetic list 

beginning “bracelets, necklaces…” evokes a feeling of him 

being overwhelmed by the sight of them. References to 

brightness — “shining… burning… light… flashed… blazed” 

— suggest something at the same time attractive and 

potentially destructive, particularly in the lexical choices 

which are related to fire.  
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Use the Technical Knowledge Organiser for 

a wider range of features for structure and 

narra�ve. 
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Q3 Structure Model answer on “The Duchess and the Jeweller” 

The source is structured to introduce us to the strange 

character of Bacon and his love of jewels. 

The opening paragraphs focus upon his behaviour: his walk 

through “without speaking” to his workers and “one finger” 

wave before he admires his jewels. This lets the reader know 

that the passage is about power. It also foreshadows how he 

will use his power when he meets with the Duchess. 

As the piece develops, the focus shifts to his past. The buzzing 

telephone he decides to leave for ten minutes acts as a 

transition point to memories of “stolen dogs”. The focus here is 

far more mental—as he “dismantles himself” to have this 

secret nostalgia, the writer goes into his mind to explore his 

inner world and reveal the pivotal detail that he is keeping a 

duchess waiting on purpose. 

The final third of the source narrows the focus back to the 

present and characterisation through description of the huge 

Duchess herself, with a sense that this is Bacon’s view of her 

“arrogance” and him as “master”. We understand that the 

“wily” street boy is now in charge. The direct speech of the 

Duchess shows that he expects her to talk first; this links right 

back to the start where he enters “without speaking” to 

humans and only then talks to his jewels. 
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Use the Technical Knowledge Organiser for 

a wider range of language, structure and 

narra�ve features—all of which can be used 

with Q4. 
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Q4 Evaluation Model answer on “The Duchess and the Jeweller” 

I agree with the comment that Bacon does not like his wealthy characters to 

the extent that the narrator focuses upon the unpleasantness of the 

Duchess’s physical details, suggesting that this is what himself Bacon 

notices. 

The writer employs verbs which create a sense of size: she “loomed up”, 

“filling the door, filling the room” — suggesting she is an overwhelming 

presence which almost creates a sense of claustrophobic panic in those who 

share a room with her. The present participles “spreading… splashing… 

falling… covering” create a metaphor of water, as if she is physically out of 

control as she pours into the room. This effect is strengthened by the water 

metaphor “swollen in one wave”, with the adjective “swollen” implying 

something bloated and about to burst, and the simile “as a wave breaks, she 

broke” again suggesting something out of control about her bulk. Simple 

repetition conveys Bacon’s sense of disgust: “very large, very fat”. 

References to smell — “aroma… odours” — also adds to this feeling of 

disgust. 

The list of her clothing and present participles “shooting… nodding… 

flashing” imply that she is perhaps trying too hard to impress him by 

drawing attention to herself. The alliteration in “feathers… flounce, folds its 

feathers” create an impression of a fussy bird preening itself — further 

evoked by linking her to a “peacock”. The colours she wears are “bright… 

iridescences… rays… flashing” - all suggesting that she is putting on a show 

for Bacon — and that he is aware of this and looks down on her for it. At the 

end it tells us she “sank” into the chair. This suggests she is exhausted at 

having to put on this show. Moreover, “sank” perhaps has connotations of 

ship wrecks, implying that this woman “past her prime” has fallen upon 

hard times and Bacon knows this. 

I also agree with the statement’s observation that the characters are “as bad 

as each other” to the extent that just as the Duchess enjoys the “pomp and 

pride” of her powerful position Bacon enjoys his power over her. The writer 

tells us they are “friends, yet enemies” and though a shopkeeper he is 

“master” she “mistress”. Although they “needed” each other, suggesting 

closeness, we also learn they “cheated” each other and “feared” each other. 

“Cheated” implies a lack of rust in their relationship and “feared” implies 

that they could hurt or damage each other. The metaphor that “a link was 

forged” implies something secret and sinister happening. The lexical choices 

“link” and “forged” perhaps have connotations of chains and prison, 

suggesting that their greed is like being in a prison. 
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Phrases to Improve the Sophistication of your Analysis 
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Practice Section B Writing Questions 

E XAMPLE  1  

Either 

Write a  descrip�on suggested by this picture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Or 

Write a story about which explores feelings of loneliness. 

 

 

(24 marks for content and organisa�on  

16 marks for technical accuracy)  

[40 marks]  

E XAMPLE  2  

Either 

Write a  descrip�on suggested by this pic-

ture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Or 

Write a story about which is set in a crowd. 

 

(24 marks for content and organisa�on  

16 marks for technical accuracy)  

[40 marks]  
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Practice Section B Writing Questions 

E XAMPLE  3  

Either 

Write a  descrip�on suggested by this picture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Or 

Write a story set in a forest. 

 

 

(24 marks for content and organisa�on  

16 marks for technical accuracy)  

[40 marks]  

E XAMPLE  4  

Either 

Write a  descrip�on suggested by this picture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Or 

Write a story about memories. 

 

(24 marks for content and organisa�on  

16 marks for technical accuracy)  

[40 marks]  
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Practice Section B Writing Questions 

E XAMPLE  5  

Either 

Write a  story suggested by this picture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Or 

Write a descrip�on which creates a sense of fear. 

 

 

(24 marks for content and organisa�on  

16 marks for technical accuracy)  

[40 marks]  

E XAMPLE  6  

Either 

Write a  descrip�on suggested by this picture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Or 

Write a story about a journey. 

 

(24 marks for content and organisa�on  

16 marks for technical accuracy)  

[40 marks]  
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Paper 1 

Question 3 

 The text is structured to.. 

 The focus at the beginning—”quote” - effects. 

 The focus then shifts to...—”quote” - effects. 

 Finally, the focus concludes with… — ”quote” - 

effects. 

 
 Foreshadowing 

 Establish / develop 

 Cumulative effect 

 Pivotal moment 

 Climax 

 Transition 

 Narrows the focus 

 Links 

 Cohesion 

 Point of view 

Simpler Version of Revision Card: 

revises how to write the answer by 

memorising sentences prompts.  

More Advanced Version of Revision Card: 

revises a range of technical features you 

could look for. 

Paper 1 

Creative Writing 

 Dramatic short sentence / short paragraph. 

 Tiny detail. 

 Simile. 

 Sound which then repeats. 

 Begin with adjectives. 

 Begin with adverbs. 

 Semicolon three part sentence. 

 Colon for lists. 

 Double dash for dramatic repetition. 

Revision cards for wri�ng can focus upon features you in-

tend to show off. 

 How to begin descrip�ons.   How to vary sentences. 

How to Make Revision Cards 
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35m to read 

the source and 

do Q1, Q2 & 

Q3 

S456789 A R4:;79< 

F I know how to begin Ques�on 2 language and have opening phrases prepared 

F I know how to begin Ques�on 3 structure and have opening phrases prepared. 

F I know how to begin Ques�on 4 evalua�on and have opening phrases prepared. 

F I have learnt a range of technical terms for Ques�on 2 language and know how to 

use them. 

F I have learnt a range of technical terms for Ques�on 3 structure and know how to 

use them. 

F I have made and used revision cards. 

F I know how to �me the 60m reading sec�on: 

Making sure you 

leave at least 

25m for Q4 

S456789 B W?7679< 

F I know that I am being marked on my paragraph planning — and have ideas about 

how to plan a crea�ve piece. 

F I have revised a range of ways star�ng sentences in interes�ng ways (eg with an 

adjec�ve, with a adverb etc.) 

F I know how to use sentence lengths and shapes to create drama. 

F I have revised a full range of sentence punctua�on and know how to use each in 

crea�ve wri�ng. 

F I have revised ways of making my wri�ng interes�ng — such as show not tell, 

metaphors, similes, seman�c fields—and know how to use these. 

F I know to avoid telling stories with mul�ple ac�ons and I know to avoid using speech. 

F I have prepared a list of style features I want to jot down to remind me to use them 

in the assessment. 

F I know the importance of checking my work and know what I need to look for 

personally. 

F I have made and used revision cards. 

Revision Checklist 


